Teddy Bear

1. [Image of a circle]
2. [Image of a bear face added to the circle]
3. [Image of arms added to the bear]
4. [Image of legs added to the bear]
5. [Image of a second bear added to the first]
6. [Image of a third bear added to the second]
7. [Image of a fourth bear added to the third]
8. [Completed teddy bear]

Turtle

1. [Image of a half-circle]
2. [Image of a second half-circle added to the first]
3. [Image of a third half-circle added to the second]
4. [Completed turtle]
5. [Completed turtle with spots]
6. [Mushroom added to the turtle]
7. [Completed turtle with spots and a mushroom]
8. [Completed turtle with spots and a mushroom]